
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

2018 Volunteer Instructor Position Description 

WAVE Safety & Self Defense 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WAVE is a program of Women In Transition

 

Questions can be directed to: 
Maggie Szeder 

mszeder@helpwomen.org 
215-564-5301 x 113 

 
 

Thank you for your interest! 
 

Women In Transition 
718 Arch Street, Suite 401N 

Philadelphia, PA 19106 
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Overview 

WAVE, a program of Women In Transition (WIT), is a self-defense program that teaches practical, 
supportive, empowering self-defense skills to women, girls, transgender and gender non-conforming 
individuals. Our classes cover emotional, verbal and physical aspects of safety including: internal and 
external awareness strategies to avoid and escape from unsafe situations; assertiveness and verbal 
communication skills to help students set boundaries and speak up for themselves and others; and 
powerful, easy-to-learn physical techniques to defend against assaults. We teach safety strategies 
that can be used in situations ranging from unwanted comments to inappropriate touching and 
assault.  WAVE’s goal is to interrupt the cycle of violence by providing participants with an 
empowering education program that helps to reduce violence, heal its effects, and build safer 
communities.   
 
At the core of everything WAVE does is an absolute commitment to providing realistic options rather 
than teaching rules.  We teach that whatever actions our students have taken, or will take, in the face 
of violence, represent the best they could do with the skills and options available to them at the time.  
We strive to create a safe and healing environment and to build a supportive community among 
participants in all of our classes.   

 
What WAVE Instructors Do 

WAVE has three levels of instructors: Assistant Instructors, Co-Instructors and Lead-Instructors.  
Assistant Instructors team up with an Instructor to provide logistical help during classes, demonstrate 
boundary setting skills, model physical techniques, coach students during pad practice, and play the 
“defender” in role plays.  WAVE Co- and Lead-Instructors lead students through discussions, 
activities, exercises, role plays and physical moves in class.  New instructors begin as Assistant 
Instructors, with the opportunity over time to train to become Co-Instructors.  

WAVE classes range from one-time workshops (typically 2 hours in length) to full-length classes 
taught over the course of a number of sessions. Open classes are offered around Philadelphia, on 
weekday afternoons/evenings and weekends during the day.  Organizational classes are arranged 
with schools, community groups, places of worship, organization, colleges and businesses.  
Instructors are needed to teach both daytime, evening and weekend classes.   

 

WAVE Instructor Commitment 

Instructors are responsible for maintaining confidentiality, conveying information accurately, and 
providing students with a supportive and safe learning environment.   

WAVE asks instructors to commit at least 4-5 volunteer hours a month for 1 year.  This includes time 
spent preparing for classes, teaching classes and participating in instructor training. 

 



   
What Qualities are Needed to be a WAVE Instructor? 

Among the qualities we look for in new instructors are flexibility, good verbal communication skills, 
ability to work as part of a team, comfort with and interest in working with diverse people, a desire to 
teach, and sensitivity for survivors of violence.  WAVE seeks instructors who are good role models, 
have a positive attitude, and who believe firmly and completely that no one ever deserves to be 
abused or assaulted.  Although prior teaching or training experience is not required, the ability to 
learn skills essential to teaching self-defense are necessary.  

We are committed to having a group of instructors as diverse as the students we teach, including 
diversity in age, race, class, income level, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identify, religion, 
shape, size and physical ability.   

 
Benefits of Being an Instructor 

Connect: Increase your sense of connection with communities in Philadelphia and beyond 

Motivate: Students' courage, growth and gratitude will leave you feeling energized and exhilarated 

Develop: Valuable skills such as training, group facilitation and coaching 

Receive: Ongoing boundary setting, assertiveness and self-defense tools to use in your own 
personal life 

Learn:  Participate in group trainings on topics such as domestic violence, trauma and cultural 
competency 

Lead: Know you are making a difference to help end gender and identity-based violence 

 
Who is Eligible to Be a WAVE Instructor? 

In order to be a WAVE instructor you must: 

• Be 18 or older 
• Have attended a WAVE class or workshop (or an equivalent self-defense workshop elsewhere) 
• Be able to commit at least 5 volunteer hours a month to WAVE for 1 year 

 
If you are selected into the training program: 

• Submit background checks:  FBI Fingerprint Check, PA Child Abuse Clearance, PA Criminal 
Record Check 

• Attend WAVE’s 6-9 hour Assistant Instructor Training  
• Attend a DV 101 Training if you have not already completed a 40 hour DV training 
• Successfully pass a review/evaluation process at the end of the initial training 
• Begin assisting in WAVE classes 


